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Weather

Volume 74, Issue 85

Bowling Green, Ohio

Bush discloses
spending plan
for fiscal year

The sky is falling

if a
The Associated Press

Cloudy and 40:
Variable cloudiness
Thursday. The high around
40. West winds 10 to 20 mph.
The chance of rain is 20 percent. Thursday night,
cloudy. The low 25 to 30. The
chance of precipitation is 20
percent. Friday, cloudy and
colder with a chance of flurries. The high around 30.
The chance of snow is 50
percent.

WASHINGTON
President
Bush unveiled a $1.52 trillion
budget on Wednesday that would
lighten tax loads for families and
businesses In
hopes of easing
the recession's
''winter's
gloom." He
would boost
spending on
children but
limit other
programs, including Medicare help for Bush
the aged.
Military spending would also
be trimmed, but the federal deficit would still rise to a record
level of about $400 billion.
Bush urged Congress to "lay
aside partisanship" and speedily
enact his election-year spending
plan in order to "get the economy
moving again."
After setting a March 20 target
for action in his State of the
Union address Tuesday night, he
visited GOP legislators Wednesday and asked them to "help
communicate with the American
people" to win support for his
program, according to lawmakers.
But majority Democrats, who
have their own ideas for reviving

Inside The News
Holocaust preview:
White surpremacy will be
the focus of talks Saturday
for all to attend.
Q Page four

Off the campus
Embargo eased:
AMMAN, Jordan (AP)
Iraqis face growing hunger
and disease, and Saddam
Hussein has tried to focus
their anger against the
United Nations for not lifting an 18-month-old economic embargo, Iraqi travelers
say.
On Monday, Iraqi soldiers
stood by as protesters
roughed up U.N. weapons
inspectors in Baghdad in an
outgrowth of regular,
government-staged demonstrations against the sanctions.
But there's some question
whether Iraqis generally
blame U.N. sanctions for
their plight. People fighting
a losing battle to make ends
meet are seeing scarce food
supplies go to the ruling
elite and military.
The U.N. Security Council
has offered to slightly ease
the embargo imposed since
Iraq's invasion of Kuwait,
giving Baghdad the goahead to sell oil worth $1.6
billion to buy food and medicine.
President Saddam Hussein's government rejects
that because 30 percent of
the money must go to Kuwait as reparations for the
1990 Iraqi invasion.
Tough break:
LOS ANGELES (AP)
"Grizzly Adams" star Dan
Haggerty has a 50-50 chance
of keeping his left leg, a
hospital spokesman said
after doctors operated to
halt an infection that set in
after a motorcycle crash.
Doctors on Tuesday
cleaned the wounds and removed pins and plates from
the actor's lower leg, said
Ron Wise, a spokesman for
Cedars-Sinai Medical
Center.

Lottery
CLEVELAND (AP) The
Ohio Lottery will pay out
$417,330.50 to winners In
Wednesday's Pick 3 Numbers daily game.
Sales in Pick 3 Numbers
totaled $1,262,287.
In the two other daily
games, Pick 4 Numbers
players wagered $273,626
and will share $146,800, and
Cards players bet $35,002
and won $12,050..
Sales In Super Lotto
totaled $3,967,789. Sales In
the Kicker totaled $588,352
Compiled from staff and
wire reports.

ThcBGNcoi/UndjLcii

Brent Wettle, an employee of Wet tic's Canvas Awnings, Is in the right line of work. Wettle adjusts an
awning outside China Village on West Wooster Street Tuesday morning.

Program aimed at adults
Lack of jobs, economy necessitate further schooling
byKlrkPivefcH
The BC News
The University's office of continuing education has started a
program which they hope will be
successful in recruiting area
nontraditlonal students.
According to Diana Carpenter,
director of the workshops offered as part cf the program, the
main purpose of the effort is to
provide area adults with the
chance to enhance their career
opportunities.
"There's more and more adults
that are going to be looking for
re-training now because there's
more and more unemployment,"
Carpenter said. "We're just trying to go around and publicize the
fact that Bowling Green is interested in the adult student and
reaching out to the adult stu-

"TTtere's more and mope adults that are going to be looking
for re-tpaMng now because there's more and more
unemployment We're Just trying to go around and publicize
the tact that Bowling Green is interested in the adult
student and reaching out to the adult student"
Diana Carpenter, director of continuing education
workshops
dent."
Carpenter said higher unemployment throughout the country
and changes in the job market
have made increased efforts to
recruit nontraditlonal students
necessary.
"There's just a lot of jobs now
that are requiring re-training or
else people are getting unemployed and they're having to look
at mid-life career changes," she
said. "We're just reaching out to

that need in the community." Suzanne Crawford, dean of continuing education, said that various
nontraditional student recruiting
programs have existed since
1974, but this is the first time a
representative has been sent out
into the community.
"This is not new," she said.
"We try various ways to reach
the adult population, and this
See Adults, page six.

Proposed bill may take power
from State Board of Education
■yaw
The BC News

sponsibilities away from the Ohio
Department of Education."
According to Gardner, the shift
in who decides who gets a teachThe State Board of Education ing certificate does not automatmay soon no longer have the ically mean big changes.
'It doesn't necessarily change
power to grant teaching certifithe requirements [for a certificates.
A bill introduced in the state cate], although the board would
House of Representatives pro- have the power to do that," he
poses the job of handing out said. "It would increase the fee to
teaching certificates be given to get a teacher's certificate."
The proposed board would be
a new organization.
"It would set up an autonomous made up of nine teachers, four
teacher and administration administrators, four representaboard," said State Rep. Randy tives from colleges of education,
Gardner. "It would take those re- two members of the public, one

guidance counselor, one representative from the State Department of Education and one curriculum specialist, a total of 22
persons.
Gardner stated the board
members would be appointed by
the governor and that members
will stick to their areas.
"Administrators will only deal
with administrators, and teachers will only deal with teachers,"
Gardner said.
According to Patricia Reed, associate dean of education, the
See Teacher*, page four.

the economy, criticized the
2,000-page spending plan for fiscal 1993 as it arrived at the Capitol. As for Bush's deadline for action. Senate Majority Leader
George Mitchell, D-Maine, scoffed, "We dont operate that way."
Bush would throw the financial
might of the government at a
wide collection of programs in
the fiscal year that starts Oct. 1.
For example, the Head Start
preschool program for poor
children would grow by $600 million next year to $2.8 billion, the
fight against AIDS would grow
from $4.4 billion to $4.9 billion
and highway building would
grow from $17 billion to $19.2 billion.
But to help pay for the expansion of some initiatives, 246 domestic programs would be eliminated and 84 others would be
trimmed. Bush would eliminate
new public housing construction
while taking big bites out of
prison construction and fuel-bill
assistance for the poor.
And once again. Bush proposed
limiting the growth of Medicare,
the $127 billion program that
helps the elderly and handicapped pay their medical bills.
The president would save about
$1.4 billion next year by limiting
government reimbursements to
laboratories and hospitals as well
as money for the purchase of
medical equipment.

Education study
draws criticism
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS A study that
found little connection between school district spending levels and scores on student achievement tests drew
fire Wednesday from critics
who called It biased and simplistic.
Researchers at Ohio University's Contemporary History Institute compared results of ninth grade proficiency tests from 610 school
districts with per-pupil
spending levels.
The study concluded that
while money is important,
other factors such as parental
support and homework may
be critical conditions for student achievement
The report identified 17
districts as highperformance, low-cost
systems. The study designated 10 districts, including
some of the state's big-city
systems, as low-performance,
high-cost schools.
Professors Richard Vedder
and Alfred Eckes, who authored the study with graduate researcher Mark Sonntag,
declined to draw any conclusion about funding needs of
primary and secondary education.
"I really would not want to
enter the policy debate on
this," Vedder said at a Statehouse news conference.
Rep. Ronald Gerberry,
D-Canfield, said the study
was biased against urban districts where per-pupil spending levels may be inflated by
desegregation and other expenses. Gerberry heads the
House Education Committee.
"Now we have profeasors
coming up here with head
ttnea saying. Teat scores are
unrelated to money.' Darn It
How can you say tha

we have federally mandated
deseg costs in the multimillion dollars in cities, and
those costs are being used as
a basis for his argument. How
sound can this whole report
be?" Gerberry said In an
interview.
Marilyn Cross, president of
the Ohio Education Association, said the report failed to
compare similar factors
among districts.
"It's not biased; it's simplistic. It compares apples and
oranges," Cross said.
"I mean, you basically are
not comparing instructional
costs in one district with instructional costs in another.
You're comparing total
spending for all services in
one district with total spending for all services in another," she said.
Districts identified as highperformance, low-cost
systems included Mad RiverGreen, Clark County, Arcanum Butler, Darke, Arlington, Hancock; Covington,
Miami; Hopewell-Loudon,
Seneca; Anna and Botklns,
both Shelby; Lake, Stark;
Garaway, Tuscarawas; Blufton. Alien; Marion, Mercer;
Miller City-New Cleveland
and Ottawa-Glandorf, both
Putnam; Crestview, Van
Wort; East Holmes, Holmes;
and Coldwater and St Henry
Consolidated, both Mercer.
Districts designated as lowperformance, high-cost
systems were East Cleveland,
Cleveland, and Garfleld
Heights, all Cuyahoga
County; New Boston, Scioto;
Columbus, Franklin; Mount
Healthy and Three Rivers,
Hamilton; Youngstown, Mahoning; and Dayton aad
Northrldge, both Montgomery.
The study was the second of
Its kind in leas than a year

Opinion
page two
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Meijer could hurt BG
In the midst of the Great Recession, economic theories often get
pushed aside to achieve immediate survival.
The question of whether to concentrate on long-term plans or practical solutions to the economic crisis facing
this area and the nation now faces City
Council with the Meijer store controversy.
Simply put, Meijer ~ a retail store
with a format resembling a
HUls/Kroger's merger - wants to build
a store on the land by Route 6 east of
1-75.
Council, while hungrily eyeing the
jobs and added tax revenue Meijer
would create, is wary of re-zoning the
area from industry to commercial use
and thereby destroying the city's master plan to attract big business to Bowling Green.
Their concern is justifiable.
In 1989, the city designated the
coveted area as an industry zone -- set
aside specifically for the more heavyduty business under which communities can thrive.
To help attract these corporations,
the city spent $1.7 million to build water
and sewer lines tailor-made for industry. They have also stressed in the
city's master plan the lack of other
businesses in the area, the accessibility
to 1-75 and the proximity to the wastewater treatment plant.
In 1989, there is no doubt that the
thought of a GM or General Electric
plant in Bowling Green sounded
reasonable and lucrative, with the
many geographical and tax advantages
the area has to offer.

But the recession has wrought a new
realism, and many who covet the jobs
and tax income Meijer would provide
are ready to abandon elaborate plans
and take whatever business the city can
get. After all, a retail store is better
than nothing, which is exactly what has
been sitting on the industry zone for
years.
It's a tempting offer, but it's just not
prudent.
By accepting Meijer, the city would
effectively destroy any chance of ever
attracting any sort of industry-based
corporation. And jumping ship would
mean the millions of dollars of taxpayers' money the city spent to create
an industry zone would have been totally and utterly wasted.
Every decision brings unintended
consequences, too. A retail store like
Meijer -- which offers "everything
from groceries to fashion" - would
have a cannibal effect on local grocery
stores already locked in a fierce fight
for the elusive consumer dollar. And
what about the effect Meijer would
have on Hills, the wobbly cornerstone
of the floundering Woodland Mall?
Rejecting Meijer and all the potential
good it could do for the community is
not an easy political decision to make.
There's a tough recession that may last
quite a while, and turning away a business that is practically begging to come
to Bowling Green is about as tough a
choice as council will have to make.
But the recession won't last forever,
and we cannot sacrifice our future for a
shot in the arm in the present.
Council must stick to its guns.

Letters to the Editor
Not all Christians
against condoms

meets, the bleachers are, for the
most part, empty.
I accept the fact that swimming may not be among the best
spectator sports, but to not attend these games because (the
participants) are women is ludicrous. Let's all get behind these
talented women and help them
beat Miami Saturday.
I also wanted to comment on
your statement about Cathy
Koch's father being the most
highly visible BG fan. My parents may not necessarily be
highly visible, but they do come
to virtually every meet I particiAs your Christian spouse strives
pate in.
to love you unconditionally, you
Nortre Dame, Ball State and
will always be accepted.
even the University of PittsYour spouse will be ever attenburgh weren't too far for my
tive to your needs and desires.
parents. I would like to take this
The BG New*
There is no fear, no regret, no reIn response to (Jay Murdock's) opportunity to thank them bejection, no guilt, no STDs, no embarrassment, no heartbreak, article, "Women play fun brand cause I don't think they will ever
of basketball," I wish to express realize how much it means to me
nothing impersonal.
You're free to be yourself, re- my support of your feelings. The to have my parents in the stands.
P.S. I would like to extend a
laxed and appreciated. Sex sud- women's basketball team is very
denly transcends the physical. exciting to watch and extremely gigantic "Thank you" to the
BGSU men's and women's water
More than just your ego is bol- talented.
As a member of the BGSU polo teams for timing and helpstered. You're free to experience
swim team, I am familiar with ing to run our home meets.
how exciting sex can be.
Steve Haugen
As far as premarital sex is con- disappointing fan support. AlCo-captain
cerned, Christians aren't perfect, though we do have friends and
BGSU swimming team
but they can admit to a mistake. family members attending our

Mistakes are forgiven and forgotten.
Christians aren't opposed to
sex. Most are not opposed to conThe BG News
CHRISTIANS LIKE SEX! Sa- doms.
Christians ARE strongly
dly for Scott DeKatch, that does
conflict with his Christian against treating humans like
stereotype detailed in his article condoms, things to be used and
"More Condoms." Because thrown away. You can choose to
stereotypes need to be broken, let humans value or trash you.
the reasons Christians approve Jesus chose to value the "traof sex (but are opposed to the shed" and so does a Christian
sexual habits in this society) spouse.
ChristaWycoff
warrant closer Inspection.
Christians know that sex
Junior
Telecommunications major
within marriage is simply better.

Women sports
are enjoyable

BG News Staff
Jay Murdock
PHOTO EDITOR
Tim Norman
PHOTO EDITOR

Morrella Raleigh
INSIDER M.A.

The fate of U.S. domestic auto
production is still undecided in
the aftermath of President
Bush's mission to Japan. That illfated excursion began with an
unforgettable episode of presidential upchucking and ended
with Lee Iacocca brazenly retorting, "We may be overpaid...but
we're not idiots (a reference to
U.S. executives)."
But there may yet be grounds
for hope. While the president was
negotiating quotas for U.S. auto
parts (so much for the "magic of
the marketplace,") more practical-minded entrepreneurs here
at home were launching an initiative aimed at cushioning the fall
of the stumbling auto juggernauts.
The homegrown initiative relies on one of the so-called Iron
Laws of the market: if you want
consumers to buy something,
bribe them to buy it. And that's
exactly what several small U.S.
companies have done. Tosco (an
oil refiner), and Brown Paper Co.
recently offered their employees
a $1,000 incentive to be used
toward the purchase of an American car.
The offer does include a qualification, however. The subsidized auto must be produced by a
plant that is at least SO percent
owned by one of the Big Three
automakers (Ford, Chrysler,
General Motors). That disqualifies a good number of American
cars immediately.
Patriotism does have its limits,
though. The Tosco chairperson
owns two Mercedes and the
owner of Brown Paper has driven
Audis for the last 10 years. Nothing quite like blatant hypocrisy,
is there?
Though this subtle, employer-sponsored bribery seems
innocent enough, it falls to address the problem which underlies Detroit's lack of competitiveness in the first place: high
costs.
In the world of commodities
and services, a product can be
marketed either for its quality or
its price. And because none of the
auto oligarchy seem capable of
building an automobile that is
comparable in quality to their
Japanese competitors, perhaps
they should concentrate on improving market share by building a cheap automobile.

5:15
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U.S. automakers must be
willing to make changes

Bill Burgess

PRODUCTIOWSUPR

John Bernard

There's always demand for an
inexpensive car, especially these
days when Americans' standard
of living is steadily declining.
Soon the majority of Americans
won't be able to afford anything
but a cheap car - so why not get
in front of a trend?
Assuming that we want to ensure the survival of our domestic
auto industry, here are some
humble suggestions on how the
Big Boys might be able to trim
costs and (we hope) return to
profitability.
(1) Reduce executive salaries.
Even though the media and their
corporate sponsors have always
claimed the reason American
cars aren't competitive is because blue-collar autoworkers
are overpaid, thanks to recent
revelations, we can now dispel
that myth.
Top corporate managers in
America are paid many times
more than their counterparts in
other Industrialized countries.
They've been living the easy life
in Fat City. I propose reducing
top corporate salaries by 20 percent per year until they reach the
same relative level as those of
European and Asian corporate
managers.
(2) Reduce the number of automotive design changes. Find
something that works and stick
with it. Volvo and Mercedes don't
alter their designs every year or
two.
The cost of design changes
must be built into the cost of a
product and this contributes to
the already high cost of U.S.
autos. Design changes should be
dictated by improved technologies - not fashion trends - and
then only on a 5 or 6 year schedule.
(3) Institute universal national
health insurance. There is no
good reason why employers

should be saddled with providing
health insurance to their
workers, especially when medical costs cannot be contained.
Once again, these continually
escalating costs add needlessly
to the price of American autos.
Instead, let the federal government provide health insurance
for all citizens. The sole-provider
format will be much cheaper and
more efficient than the system
we now have -- just ask the Canadians.
(4) Abolish the corporate income tax. Because this tax can be
buried in the price of a product,
consumers end up paying the tax
anyway. We can eliminate this
unnecessary cost from the price
of our autos by re-structuring
our tax system and instituting a
highly progressive system of
graduated taxation which would
impose a 70 percent tax burden
on the highest personal incomes
- with absolutely no loopholes.
Corporations would still be responsible for paying local property taxes because those contribute to the physical and social
infrastructure of the community
in which the corporation operates.
(5) Re-structure car dealerships. Instead of the present
system which penalizes buyers
who are not assertive, in the New
Auto Order cars would be sold on
a cost-plus basis. Three or 4 percent over cost would still provide
dealers with a good living and
ample profit for reinvestment.
Though aimed specifically at
solving the problems of our ailing auto industry, these suggestions, if implemented, would also
enhance the competitiveness of
other American products as well.
As you can see, the problem of
competitiveness for U.S. goods
runs much deeper than merely
white-collar salaries or bluecollar wages. The problem of
global competitiveness is related
to how we, as a society, structure
our system of taxation, provide
health insurance to workers, incorporate unnecessary design
changes into products and allocate commodities in a market
which operates more by the law
of the jungle than by the principle of rational and equitable distribution.
John Bernard is a senior liberal studies major.

J.A. Holmgren
CBMfkTi-nerJ*
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Adults are responsible All groups deserve right
to express their opinions

CONDOMS, CONDOMS
EVERYWHERE!
Hey, everybody - guess
what. We're in college! Oh my
gosh, doesn't that mean we're
adults? You'll notice I didn't
use the word 'responsible' but
nonetheless, we are all adults.
We are able to distinguish right
from wrong and base our
judgments accordingly.
As adults, we are given the
ability to make choices on our
own. It seems some are having
a tough time accepting this.
And as adults, one of the
choices we are confronted with
is whether to have sex and
whether to purchase... (Oh my
goodness, is he going to say it?
Yes, he is!)... a condom!
[Sirens go off, lights flash
everywhere, people go into
complete hysteria! ]
What does this mean? What's
going to happen? Have we lost
all and total control?
Well let me say this: Condoms in vending machines are
not the sparks that are going
start a blaze of sexual activity
on this campus. Just because a
person sees a gun doesn't mean
he's going to pick it up and
shoot it.
You see, neither USG nor the
administration is giving students 60 cents, forcing them to
one of the vending machines
that sell condoms, making

Chad Luckner

have sex unless he or she were
married and in love. But
we don't live in such a society.
And so all the University is doing is offering better protection to those who are having
sex.
Others say that 17 percent of
condoms fail to protect. Well,
Isn't 83 percent effectiveness
better than the 0 percent effectiveness that you would have if
you didn't use a condom? I
think so. Besides, how can they
test this anyway ... hmmm ...
well, I don't want to get into an
ethical and human debate.

them buy a condom and then
have sex.
Others are upset and saying
the University is promoting
sex. The University is not promoting sex any more than the
drugstores that sell condoms.
And as far as I know, no one
is having sex in aisle 12 simply
because that's where the condoms are. I certainly haven't
noticed any subliminal messages coming off the vending
machines telling students to
have sex, either. Oh, wait, isn't
that the point of a subliminal
message?

And not only is this better
protection, but the vending
machines also provide better
convenience.
Oh my gosh, he's saying sex
is just a convenience now!
"sniff-

TO HAVE OR NOT TO
HAVE SEX? THIS IS NOT
THE QUESTION! And no one
Is arguing the fact that the best
way to fight AIDS is abstinence. But humans are going to
have sex (and that's a shocker),
and at least now they are given
the opportunity to protect
themselves better.

Wrong! I'm saying that with
condoms being more available,
more persons are likely to use
them. All it comes down to is if
you don't think it's right then
don't have sex. And if you don't
want to purchase a condom,
don't. But do not take away
other people's ability to decide
things for themselves.

How can anyone want to argue this? Sure, if we lived in a
Utopian society, no one would

Chad Luckner is a columnist
who just wants to say "HI,
Mom!"
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Seniors. .

In early January, CNN reported David Duke's troubles in the
state of Rhode Island.
It seems the state attorney
general, acting solely in the best
interests of the citizens of his
state, had invoked a little-used
law which allows him the power
to challenge access to the primary ballot by any candidate to
which he found serious objection.
At about the same time in Denver, Colo., Federal Judge Richard
Matsch ruled that the Ku Klux
Klan (of all groups) was perfectly justified in demonstrating on
state property on the Martin
Luther King holiday.
"All ideas are equal under the
First Amendment," the judge
ruled, and the Klan rally went
ahead as scheduled.
The Klan came, gave their
speeches and were promptly met
by rocks and snowballs thrown
by supporters of the King holiday.
The melee that ensued between
the Klan, the King Day marchers
and Denver police resulted in
more than 20 arrests and seven
injured persons; all this at a cost
of only $60,000 in police overtime
to Colorado taxpayers.
"We were hoping he was
watching," Denver detective David Metzler said of the judge,

4L
Thursday's Special
/

\

All You Can Eat
BBQ Chicken and Ribs 84.75
Located in the University Union
Quantum 90 Cards Accepted alter
4:30 for on-campus students
Quantum 90 Cards accepted all day
for 95+ plan holders

Rural KaNer

admitting that there was little the
police could do to prevent future
violence if the Klan was allowed
to continue to march.
Perhaps Judge Matsch should
start watching what goes on and
get in line with others, such as
the Rhode Island attorney general, who know what type of
protection our nation needs;
maybe if the judge stopped
listening to people like those
"carping, lying, little liberals" at
the ACLU, who are challenging
the Duke ruling in court, we
wouldn't have such problems,
right?
Wrong. The judge was perfectly justified in ruling for the
Klan's right to demonstrate. Although most sensible Americans
(myself included) find nothing
about either the Klan or Mr.
Duke to their liking, we only need
look back to 1989 to see what a
denial of constitutional rights to

r

any group can lead to.
The court, speaking through
Justice William Brennan, recognized that although most people
may take offense to a particular
act of an individual, "if there is a
bedrock principle underlying the
First Amendment, it is that the
government may not prohibit the
expression of an idea simply because society finds the idea itself
offensive or disagreeable."
So there you have it: flag burning, pornographic material. The 2
Live Crew - yes, America has
them all and they are flourishing.
Yet, it is only in securing constitutional rights of those on the
fringes of our society that we in
the 'mainstream' can rest easy in
knowing that ours are secure.
like it or not, David Duke and
the Ku Klux Klan are members
of our society who hold the same
protected rights which we possess.
Only then can we come
together as one - blacks, whites,
Hispanics, Muslims, Jews and
Catholics - to express our
protected rights and tell Mr.
Duke and the Klan what we think
of them.
Ru-ss Kahler is a junior political science major from Toledo.

New World Order?
Your Destiny Foretold in Prophesy
7-8 p.m.
UNIVERSITY HALL RM 210
Sun.
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Sun.
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Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

2. Mon. Feb. 3
9, Mon. Feb. 10
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*
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of the 1992 KEY
yearbook senior section
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last portrait session.

Only
2 days V
left!
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Talks focus on white supremacy
by Genori Rutherford
The BC News
The Black Student Union,
along with the African-American
Graduate Student Association, is
sponsoring its second annual
Afrikan Holocaust Conference
Saturday at 11 am. in Kobacker
Hall.
The theme is "Time Out!...For
The Madness: The End Of White
Supremacy."
Besides the keynote speaker,
Frances Cress Welsing, Edwin X
Mabrey and Eleanor Engram are

scheduled to speak on the effects for African-Americans to reof white supremacy on the Afri- establish a healthier diet and to
build up their defenses against
can-American race.
diseases, which were shifted durWelsing, author of The Isis ing the slave trade.
Papers, will focus on the psychoEngram's visual presentation
logical effects of white supremacy on the human race as a will consist of a look into the efwhole. An exerpt from Welsing's fects of white divine images and
book sums up the ideals of some their negative subliminal mesAmericans. "Any person not in- sages.
"I encourage all Africanterested in a definition, analysis
and deeper understanding of American students to attend Dr.
worldwide white supremacy Welsing's presentation, because
must have an interest (conscious she will articulate to students,
or subconscious) in maintaining both African-American and nonAfrican-American, and to aththe same," she wrote.
letes, the role they need to take in
Mabrey will discuss the need a white supremacist society,"

Campus briefs

said Maurice Tate, BSU president.
University students will need
to show a valid ID to attend the
Afrikan Holocaust Conference.
Non-students will be charged $5.

Scholarship available
Applications now are
available for students to apply for a Delbert L. Latta
Endowed Scholarship at
Bowling Green State University.
The scholarships are awarded to incoming Bowling
Green State University
freshmen and continuing
students on the basis of
scholarly achievement, extracurricular activities and
character.
The deadline to apply is
Feb. 28. Scholarship winners
will be announced in April.
Applicants must reside in
the northwest Ohio areas
that Latta represented during his 30 years in the U.S.
Congress and six years in
the Ohio Senate.
More information and applications can be obtained
by contacting the Office of
University Relations, Bowling Green State University,
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403,
or" y calling (419) 372-2708.

To celebrate Black History
Month, BSU has also scheduled a
Malcolm X Memorial on Feb. 20
at 7 p.m. in the Amani, where
they will show a self-defense
videotape of the Black Panther
Party.
Feb. 20, March 4 and April 8
are the upcoming dates for BSU
meetings. They take place at 7
p.m. in the Amani.

New program assists substance abusers
by Mchael Zawackl
The BC News
Students who need guidance
and moral support concerning
their drug addiction can find the
assistance they need at Narcotics
Anonymous, a new program at
the University.
"The word "narcotics' some-

times turns people away," according to Rick (last name withheld on request), the founder of
the group. "The group is for
[persons suffering from] any
drug abuse."
Rick said NA was created because Alcoholics Anonymous was
not inclusive enough to include
alcohol as well as other drugs.
"NA began in the 1950s and

Bowl 'N' Greenery
All You Can Eat
11:30-2:00
4:00 - 7:00
• Soup 'n' Salad
• Hot Entrees

$3.99
$4.75

• Baked Potato w/sour cream
• Choice of Beverage

Located in the University Union
Quantum 90 card accepted all day (or off campus students
Quantum 90 card accepted 4-7 only for on compus students

GOOD THINGS DON'T
ALWAYS COME TO
THOSE WHO WAIT.

Campus Manor
APARTMENTS
505 dough St.
All Utilities are
paid except electric
Close to campus
2 Bedroom
Off street Parking
24 hr. EM. Maintenance

most of [the original members]
were pill poppers," Rick said,
"Today, it's for any kind of moodaltering drug, even alcohol."
"I see alcohol as just another
drug," he added.
Rick also said that it is difficult
at times for undergraduates to
realize that they have a substance abuse problem.
"Undergraduates live in a
giant playpen and usually they
don't see the problems until they
get out of school," he said. "It's
then that your addiction causes
something to go wrong with your
life, like losing your job."
Rick, a Maryland native, remembers having problems with
marijuana as an undergraduate
at the University of Maryland.
"I was just a really big pot
smoker," he said. "The amount I
was smoking was not socially acceptable."
Rick went to a few NA meetings as an undergraduate at UM
but never really stuck to the program. It took some time before
he would go back.
His return to NA was not
prompted by an incident with the
law or a financial mess but resulted from the depression and
paranoia he experienced from
his use of marijuana
"I found getting high was becoming pretty painful. I found
myself unable to deal with peo-

SUMMER
JOB
SATURDAY

pie," Rick said.
Rick has been clean for nine
months and is currently enrolled
at the University in his first year
of a doctoral program.
Rick said he had attended AA
meetings in Bowling Green but
preferred NA because of his experiences with the group in Maryland. He also believed there
might be some undergraduates
who believed they had a substance abuse problem and would
check out AA, but would realize
alcohol is not their problem.

Boogie down
Soprano Dora Ohrenstein
will present "Urban Diva"
on Feb. 2 at Bowling Green
State University as part of
the Music at the Forefront
Series.
The performance will begin at 8 p.m. in Bryan Recital Hall of the Moore Musical Arts Center.
Ohrenstein, longtime soloist with the Philip Glass
Ensemble, performs contemporary music in a variety of recital and chamber
music settings. In recent
seasons, she has been presented by New York City's
Composers' Forum, Toronto's The Music Gallery and
Lincoln Center's Serious
Fun! Festival.
"Urban Diva," developed
and produced by Ohren-

Prank Day, director of human
resources at Wood County Hospital, believes that support groups
are an integral part in recovering
from substance abuse.
"If (substance abusers) go
through a support group like NA
they have more likelihood of success than if they were to try and
kick the habit alone," Day said.
Anyone curious about NA is
welcome to attend. The group has
no membership fee.
"You don't have to come m and
say 'I have a problem' to show
up," Rick said. "Anyone who believes they have any problem
with a drug is welcome."
Narcotics Anonymous will
conduct its first meeting tonight
at 9 p.m. in room 105 of the Business Administration building.

Long Island
Iced Ted

stein, is a fully staged muscial theatre work that blends
elements of opera, cabaret,
chamber music and performance art. Seven composers were commissioned
to write works based on text
by poets Sylvania Plath and
Diane DiPrima, theatrical
writers Jessica Hagedorn
and John O'Keefe and frontier figure Calamity Jane.
The concert, sponsored by
the University's MidAmerican Center for Contemporary Music with support
from Ronald and Carolyn
McMaster, is free and

Freeze frame
Camera buffs and computer enthusiasts, will meet
Saturday, Feb. 1,1992 at the
Gladieux Plaza, 2630 Laskey
Road (from I-7S, Alexis
Road West to Jackman
South, from 1-475, Secour
Road North to Laskey),
Toledo, Ohio for the Giant
Toledo Camera Show and
Computer Swap.
The public is invited to
bring their camera equipment, as well as photographs, stereo cards,
books or anything photographic to swap or sell.
Free appraisals of your old
photo items will be made.
About SO dealers will display new and used equipment. Most of the dealers
will be prepared to buy, sell,
or trade equipment.
Computer enthusiasts will
find bargains on computers
and soft war for immediate
purchase. Thousands of
programs will be available
at huge discounts.
The Giant Toledo Camera
and Computer show will be
open to the public from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday, Feb.
1,1992. Admission is $3.
Open to the public.

Teachers
Continued from page one.

advantage of the new board is
that requirements for receiving a
teacher's certificate would be set
by others in the field.
"The bill proposes the establishment of a professional practices board," she said. "It puts
the education arena in a setting
where its own professional group

sets the standards."

Reed stated that another advantage of the new board is that
members are appointed rather
than elected.
"Decisions relative to who goes
into that profession should not be
in the hands of an elective body,"
she said.

3-hour Workshop

Stop in today for a complete listing
for Summer and Fall 92.

RE MANAGEMENT
113 Railroad St.

352-9302

tor
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CHARLESTOWN ARTS.
AND

MID AM MANOR
'NOW RENTING*
Choose from choice apartments within walking
distance to campus Summer 1992 and 1992-93
school year.
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished,
gas heat & wafer included, air conditioning
Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380
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Panelists voice concerns
about energy efficiency
lyCMttytaw
The BG News
Six panelists representing various concerns touted energy efficiency and conservation at the
final energy hearing in Mansfield Tuesday.
The Public Utilities Commission of Ohio arranged nine
energy hearings across the state
for citizens to voice their expectations of the Ohio Energy Strategy (OES), to be completed by
the agency in July 1993.
Panelist David Reed of Ohio
Columbia Gas said citizens and

industry can conserve energy by
heating with natural gas instead
of electricity, because only 25
percent of the energy extracted
from the burning of coal for electricity reaches the consumer.
Reed said burning natural gas
is less costly to the environment
and society because pollutant
emissions are lower than when
coal is burned.
Dave Berger of Buckeye
Power and Electric advocated
energy conservation in homes by
limiting use of hot water with a
rvmote switch controlled by
the utility.

Electric cooperatives are currently using the method to switch
off consumers' hot water at peak
hours in the morning and early
evening, Berger said.
The OES should call for utilities to provide special rates for
manufacturers to attract them to
the state, Holland said.
Harvey Wiserman of Greenpeace U.S.A. said utilities need to
become more efficient in energy
production.
Wiserman said nuclear power
plants are the least efficient type
of utility because they cost millions of dollars to construct.

Plan drafted to improve efficiency of power usage
The Public Utilities Commission of Ohio Wednesday began
drafting the Ohio Energy Strategy, a plan to light the way to
energy efficiency in the state, to
be completed by July 1993.
The OES may include
measures requiring utilities to
educate consumers on energy
conservation and to provide in-

centives for customers to lower
their electric bill.
The state may also educate
consumers about energy rating
systems, like the Standard
Energy Ratings, used by manufacturers to rate efficiency of
household appliances.
PUCO will stress energy conservation in the plan to offset the

state's energy consumption,
which ranks third in the nation,
according to PUCO spokesperson
Michael Biddison.
Energy conservation wiU giva
Ohio an edge in the global marketplace because the costs of
products include the cost of
energy used to produce them,
Biddison said.

The BG Ncwi/April CUrk

Described as "The Pope of Trash" by author William Burroughs, film director and writer John Waters
speaks about his life and career to about 425 people In the Union Grand Ballroom Tuesday afternoon.
Waters is known for films such as "Pink Flamingos," "Halrspray," "Polyester," and "Cry Baby." The
lecture was co-sponsored by the University Activities Organization, the Film Studies Department and
the Popular Culture Department.

You CAN
DE A + STAR* I

Panhellenic Council swears in
cabinet members for 1992-93
byJUMayumtiBwi
The BG News
The Panhellenic Council installed its 1992-93 cabinet at its
meeting Tuesday night.
The 10 women sworn in were
chosen from a number of applicants who underwent an interview process. Cabinet Director
Kristi Heck and other members
of Panhellenic Council Executive
Board conducted the interviews
last semester.
These women are responsible
for much of the programming
that occurs in the greek system,
such as the Leadership Confer-

ence, Spring Awards Night, Care
Fair, Greek Week and Faculty
Brunch,
Nikki Polhmann, former greek
representative and council

The DG News Needs Volunteer Reporters-Be A Parr Of
Your Compus Voice!
Meetings Are Sundays At 8 pm,
210 West Hall.

president, wished her successor
Marian Ghazal "a wonderful experience and a lot of fun."
See Cabinet, page six.
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We Don't Mess Around, We Just Get Down

SUDS TV BUDS
TONIGHT AT 7:30
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA HOUSE

AXA AXA AXA AXA AXA AXA AXA AXA

Kappa Sis - Alpha Xi Delta
"Your Connection to the World"

" Escape from Alcal rsi#. " - The Tea

LAST CHANCE OFFER EXPIRES JAN. 31st
AVAILABLE IN EVERY DORMITORY,
FRATERNITY AND SORORITY ROOM
ON CAMPUS!
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§) wants you to experience the
wonderful sounds of musician
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* TOM GORMAN *

36 BASIC CHANNELS
Including the most popular stations in the U.S.A.

Bfflsnm .HBO and CINEMAX
: o

TONITE from 9pm - 11pm

in the Amani Room (under the Commons)
Oh, did I mention this awesome event
is FREE, FREE, FREE, FREE!!
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Sign up this event in the Union Buckeye Room
Cost is $3.00 and only 32 places available.
* February 9 at 1:00pm #
Winners advance to regional tournament Feb. 29 - 30 at the
University of Dayton, all expenses paid
Call 372-2343 for more info!
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Featuring those special programs
and movies available only from
The Premium Channels

BGSU STUDENTS
Up to 25% Discount available Now
For Semester Cable Service
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Are you a BILLIARDS EXPERT?
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Room have th tournament for you!
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Basic $79.95 / Premium Channels $45.00
All the educational and Entertainment value on Cable TV at
Reduced prices
Call for Details and Installation

i

352-8424
118 N. Main St.
Bowling Green

Office Hours
8:00A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
Monday - Friday
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Society, Ameritrust banks Clemency request on hold
announce plans to merge
State questions legality of former governor's 11 pardons
by Undjay Park
The Associated Press

byMJLKropki
The Associated Press
CLEVELAND Shareholders of
Society Corp. and Ameritrust
Corp. on Wednesday approved a
merger agreement that would
create a $25 billion regional
bank-holding company.
The companies jointly announced that holders of 77 percent of Ameritrust common
shares approved the acquisition
by Society, while 76 percent of
Society shareholders approved
it.
Among shareholders who attended special meetings

Wednesday In Cleveland to vote
shares, 97 percent at the Ameritrust meeting voted to merge and
98 percent at the Society meeting
did so, Society spokesperson
John Fuller said
Under terms of the agreement
reached Sept. 12, each outstanding share of Ameritrust common
stock will be converted into 65
percent of a Society share. The
outstanding Ameritrust preferred stock is to be exchanged
for a newly created issue of Society preferred.
The deal has an approximate
value of $1.2 billion, based upon
stock values at the time of the
merger agreement.

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Presents Our Spring 1992
Junior Executive Council
Assistant Pledge Educator
Pledge Council

Social
1FC Representatives
Ritual
Alumni Relations
Scholarship
House Improvements
Assistant Rush
Sports Chairman
Chaplin
Wardens
House Artist
Chronicler
Sound System
Spirit & Greek
Community Service
Dad's Day Chairman
Philanthropy Chairman

Rich Dorgan
Scott Bailey, Jason Cooper.
Jeff Drain, Chris Fiorelli,
John Pierzchala, Scott Rowc
Scot Plewacki & Josh Pierce
Owen Pohl & Mall Kohut
Jason Cooper &
Scot Plewacki
Paul Jacobs
John Pierzchala
Scot Plewacki
Brent LcGris
Craig Winbiglcr
Max Bisschop
Todd Gibson
Tom Lucido & Todd Gibson
Randy Ruppel
Ken Sorenson
Charlie Voighl & Bob Mayes
Mike Schmitt and
Tony Muhlenkamp
Chris Craycraft and
Steve Mincica
Chris Hammerschmidt
Brent LcGris

Approval of shareholders was
among the prerequisites for
completing the merger. The two
companies must still attain regulatory approval. Officials of both
companies said they expect the
deal to be completed in March.
Society said that when the
merger is completed, eight
Ameritrust directors will join the
Society board, including Craig R.
Smith, Ameritrust's chairperson
and chief executive officer.
Robert W. Gillespie, Society
chairperson and chief executive,
will hold those positions in the
merged company.
Smith and Gillespie said in a
joint statement they are "delighted by the expression of support from our shareholders."

Cabinet
Continued from page five.

COLUMBUS A former Ohio Adult Parole Authority chief said Tuesday the parole board would
not make a recommendation on a death row inmate's clemency request until the prisoner's appeals end.
John Shoemaker testified in the trial of the
state's challenge to 11 clemencies former Go v.
Richard Celeste granted shortly before leaving office in January 1991. Seven involved death row
prisoners whose sentences were commuted to life
in prison.
The Ohio attorney general contends that Celeste
did not follow proper procedures.
"I have never heard of a request being received
before the appeals were exhausted," Shoemaker
said in Franklin County Common Pleas Court.
Shoemaker was chief of the parole authority at the
time. He retired in December.
He said if the parole authority would receive
such a request, it probably would investigate as
required by law but withhold a recommendation
until the appeals had ended.
During a break in the trial, public defender Randall Dana told reporters that asking the parole
board to consider clemency in some death-penalty
cases is pointless because the request would not be
immediately considered. Dana is defending the
inmates.
Earlier Wednesday, parole board chairperson
Raymond Capots said a governor has the authority

Heck looks forward to a successful year for the new cabinet.
"The main thing we're looking
for is a foundation of leadership
for the Panhellenic community,"
she said.
Among the accomplishments
of the former cabinet. Heck be- Adults
lieves that unity was key. Their
ability to stay together as a cohe- Continued from page one.
sive group and to support each happens to be the way we've choother was their most important sen now. We're using this method
accomplishment. Heck said.
to reinforce the fact that adults
"I'm looking forward to all the can use education to make
work ahead," scholarship chair- changes in their lives."
person Lynn Rozzo said.
Crawford said past programs

Come Live With Us
Summer & Fall

PREFERRED PROPERTIES

352-9378
9 & 12 Mo. Leoses

Congratulations To Our New Initiates!

•Fox Run
Piedmont
'Haven House Manor
"Small Ouildings

*Dirchwood Ploce
'Houses
'Mini-Moll
'Frontier Housing

Efficiencies, 1 D.R., 2 DR., Furnished
or Unfurnished & Laundry Facilities

Phi Alpha Gentlemen!

All Rentals Have Full Use Of
Cherrywood Health Spa
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have Included publishing a column in Northwest Ohio newspapers aimed at answering questions of prospective adult students.
"That's run its course," she
said. "We think that by having a
person out there answering questions makes for more of a tie to
the University."

spring
break 92

cerkvenik-

I

PRICE INCLUDES
Transfer, lodging,
round-trip airfare, and
all exclusive College Tour
Parties and Discounts.
For Information
and Reservations
Louie 1-800-395-4896

K Tuxedo JunctlonS
Upstairs
Dollar Days Happy Hour
7-9
WELL DRINKS-S1
MARGARITA'S-$1
LONG ISLAND $2
M0N.-TAC0'S-$1
TUES.-SUBS-J1
WED.-WINGS-SI

- Executive Board President
Vice President
V.P. of Membership
V.P. of Pledge Education
Recording Secretary
Treasurer
Panhellenic Delegate
Scholarship
Social
Senior Representative
Junior Representative
Soph. Representative

Fisher, also a Democrat, said 11 cases didn't
meet legal requirements and he sued to reverse
them. They involved seven of the eight death sentence commutations, as well as clemency for four
other persons, two of whom were released from
prison.
Fisher said statutory law required the governor
to file applications with the parole authority and
await Its recommendations.
Dana contends the Ohio Constitution gives the
governor broad powers in making such decisions.

College Tours
Cancun $459

8th & High- Rental Office
located at Cherrywoocl Health Spa

and

Scott Sumarak, Scot Plewacki, Brian Blanchard, Craig
Winbigler, Matt Smith, Chris Fiorelli, John Pierzchala, Scott
Bailey and Shawn Carrol

to initiate clemency actions but not necessarily to
grant them. The parole board is part of the parole
authority.
Capots said on Tuesday that Celeste asked the
parole board shortly before leaving office to expedite its review of clemency requests. Capots said
he declined, saying the necessary investigations
and hearings take several months.
He said there were no clemency applications
presented to the parole board for seven of eight
prisoners Celeste took off death row four days before leaving office. Celeste opposes capital punishment.
Celeste, a Democrat, commuted six death sentences to life without parole. Two others were
commuted to life with parole possible after at least
IS years.
After taking office, Celeste's successor, Republican Gov. George Voinovich, asked Attorney General Lee Fisher to investigate all of the nearly 100
clemency requests Celeste granted in his final
months as governor.

Mary Ann Mcllwee
Terri Overbeck
Heather Grandusky
.. Beth Carter
Casie Mason
Jenni Baughman
Cara Nudi
Lisa Fontecchio
Tami Thomas
Anne Verhoff
Karyn Raiff
Jen Doll

Carpenter said the program
and workshops have received an
excellent response during their
existence at the Wood County
Public Library. Prior efforts to
recruit nontraditional students
have been made in Maumee,
Toledo and Fostoria, according to
Carpenter.
Carpenter said the purpose of
the workshops is to help prospective students regain lost study
skills, help them get used to
taking tests again, aid them in
regaining their confidence and most important of all - help them
make the best choices for their
education.
"I also promote education," she
said. "So if someone's not really
into coming back four years for
their degree, I'll encourage them
toward a technical school."
"I talk to people about how
there's just a greater demand for
people to go on and get more education than a high school degree
anymore," she said. "It's going to
be harder and harder to find employment if you've only got a
high school degree."

s&s

BARBER
SHOP
We specialize in short
hair styling
walk ins welcome
164 S. Main
MTRF 8:30-5:30p.m.
Sat. 8:30-3:OOp.m.
W Si Sun-CLOSED

^\ 110H MUD 382-9222 f

372-6945

Located
in the
University
Union

- Elected Officers Sisterhood
Kim Falkner
Public Relations
Anissa Pfahler
Corresponding Secretary.. Lisa Dietrich
Registrar
Rhonda McGhee
Ritual
Christine Puzziriello
Philanthropy
Denise Balogh
Historian
Janette Koviak
Housing
Jenny Meyer
Triangle Correspondent... Amy Neumann
Risk Management
Rene Migliori
Activities
Melissa Norris
Alumnae Relations
Amy Borland
Parent Relations
Jami Weirauch
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Open Monday - Friday
4 to 11p.m.
Quantum 90 card accepted after 6:00p.m.
for on campus students
Quantum 90 card accepted after 4:00p.m.
for 95+ plan holders
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BG women take care Lemieux passes up nets,
of basement Cardinals takes shots at officiating
byNiaRoktiSM
AP sports writer

by Xttvi tuily
sports writer
Muncle, IND - The Ball State
women's basketballl team delayed the Inevitable for the initial ten minutes of first half action in last nights contest with
BG, before the Falcons ran
away with an 86-61 victory at
University Center.
BG Is now 15-3 overall, 6-1 in
MAC action while BSU falls to
2-14, 0-6 in the conference. It
happens so many times when
the conference's first place
squad meets the league's cellar
dweller. The Cardnals came
out of the gate breathing fire
and led 12-10 with 11:00
minutes remaining in the half,
contesting every shot, snatching every rebound and diving
for every lose ball. Then the
fire died and with it, went a lot
of BSU's intensity.
The Cardinals began making
'cardinal mistakes'. Tewntyone first-half turnovers, poor
shots and absent-minded defense led to their demise. BSU
finished with 34 turnovers
compared to BG's 18.
The talent-laden Falcons began gaining confidence and
went on a 13-2 spurt, making
the upset-minded Cardinals
creep closer to their sixth
straight MAC loss. "They
played very hard," said BG
head coach Jaci Clark. "We

"They played very hard. Wa tried to
force tilings too early then we started
to reverse the ban and get high
percentage shots as the game went
on. That one extra pass helped us out
on offense."
Jaci Clark, women's head
basketball coach
tried to force things too early.
Then we started to reverse the
ball and get high percentage
shots as the game went on.
That one extra pass helped us
out on offense."
The Falcons acquired the
services of forward Judit
Lendvay to pad its lead to 41-21
at halftlme. Lendvay scored 12
points In the first stanza and a
team high 18 for the evening.
BG expanded its margin in
the second half with crisp passing that carved up BSU's frantic defense. The Falcons led by
as many as 26 at 56-30 when
sophomore guard Susie Cassell
flew by BSU for an uncontested layup with 15:00 remaining in the contest. "BG is a
very good team," said Cardinal
head coach Ethel Gregory.
"They have very good inside/outside balance. The
biggest key is they play very

well together."
"We're glad to get the win,"
said Clark. "A lot of kids
played and we had a lot of playing combinations."
Bowling Gr««n(82)
Nordmann, 6-11 1-1: 13; Lendvay, 9-17 0-0:
18; McNulty, 3-3 0-0:6, Kock 1-6 0-0:2, Cassell 4-7 0-0: fl; Alters, 2-5 2-2:6; McClendon.
0-0 3-4:3; Scott 3-6 7-9: 13; Nuesmeyer, 6-7
0-1: 12; Williams, 2-7 0-0: 4. Totals 36-75
13-17:86.
Ball State(EI)
McOuinn 8-13 3-4:19; McConnell 6-16 1-4:
13, James 3-10 7-7: 13; Cherry 3-7 2-3 8,
Myers 2-2 0-0 4; Brown 1-4 0-0: 2; Dove 1-2
0-2:2. Totals 24-54 13-20:61
Halftlme score: Bowling Green, 41-24.
Three pointers: Bowling Green 1 (Cassell
1)
Rebounds: Bowling Green 39, (Scott, Lendvay, 5) Ban State 43, (McOuinn, 9).
Assists: Bowling Green 31 (Koch 10) Ball
State 20 (Stalder8)
Turnovers: Bowling Green 18, Ball State 34.
Records: Bowling Green 15-3. 6-1 Ball
Stale 2-14,0-6 Attendance: 295

to go anywhere," Lemieux said.
"We're not making any progress.
Sometimes they wonder why we
can't get a national TV contract.
PITTSBURGH - Mario Le- It's because of guys like that.
mieux, one of the most recogniz- Just a disgrace."
able names in a sport that's largeLemieux unleashed one anly ignored by many Americans, is tl-NHL tirade after Hoggarth
on the offensive. His target isn't permitted the third period of the
another scoring record, but the Penguins' 6-4 loss Sunday in
National Hockey League itself.
Washington to be played virtualIn unusually harsh criticism by ly without penalty, despite obone of hockey's biggest names, vious infractions by both teams.
Lemieux called the NHL "a gaThe officiating so enraged the
rage league" that will never at- defending Stanley Cup chamtract a network TV contract as pions that Lemieux and All-Star
long as it condones awful offi- linemates Jaromir Jagr and Keciating.
vin Stevens were ejected with 59
"It's just a disgrace for this seconds left.
game, and as long as we're going
Jagr, one of the league's leastto have people like (referee Ron penalized players, was suspendHoggarth), the game's not going ed for 10 games after NHL exec-

utives determined he skated into
Hoggarth.
"It was a good hockey game
until the referee got into it," Lemieux said of Hoggarth, a
20-year NHL veteran. "He just
can't keep up with us. He's ... so
bad."
The NHL's Inconsistent officiating, he said, allows lesstalented teams to slow high-scoring teams like Pittsburgh by hook
or crook - mostly by hooking.
"It's a skating game, a passing
game. I think that's what the fans
want to see," he said. "The advantage is to the marginal player
now. That's the way this garage
league is run."

NBA looses Jordan rights
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) - Basketball superstar Michael Jordan
has told the NBA it may no
longer sell apparel bearing his
image, giving Nike Inc. those
rights exclusively.
The Oregonian reported Jordan's decision, confirmed by the
league, in today's editions. The
move, unprecedented in the
NBA, means millions of dollars.
Jordan, 28, who led the Chicago
Bulls to their first NBA championship last year, is among the
most charismatic - and profitable - personalities in the league.
While the NBA no longer may

Industry sources told The Oresell Michael Jordan T-shirts,
you'll find all the Jordan wear gonian that Nike, the world's
you want at Nike, which already largest marketer of athletic
rakes in about $200 million a year shoes and clothing, persuaded
Jordan to end his apparel licenson Jordan's image.
The Beaverton-based compan- ing involvement with the NBA.
y's Air Jordan basketball shoes,
named for Jordan's gravity"Nike, with Jordan under its
defying on-court performance, wing, is strong-arming the NBA,"
are among its best sellers.
Jeff Atkinson, editor of Sports
Jordan has been on the Nike Trend magazine in Atlanta, said.
payroll since 1984. He will earn
$21.2 million this year for hawkBut Nike spokesman Dusty
ing products ranging from Nike Kidd denied the company had
shoes to Wheaties cereal to Ga- any part in the decision.
torade sports drink, according to
"It's strictly between Michael
published reports.
and the league," Kidd said.

HOME FALCON BASKETBALL SATURDAY NIGHT VS. MIAMI

It can't do laundry or find you a date,
but it can help you find more time for both.
The new Apple" Macintosh" Classic" II
computer makes it easier for you to juggle
classes, activities, projects, and term papers—
and still find time for what makes college
life real life.
It's a complete and affordable Macintosh
Classic system that's ready to help you get
your work finished fast. It's a snap to set up
and use. It has a powerful 68030 microprocessor, which means you can run even
the most sophisticated applications with ease.
And its internal Apple SuperDrive'" disk
drive reads from and writes to Macintosh and
MS-DOS formatted disks—allowing you to
exchange information easily with
t. 4 t i. i V V W W \4 4 4 4
almost any other kind of computer. /
MUMQBKM

i_i

!

In addition to its built-in capabilities, the
Macintosh Classic II can be equipped with up
to 10 megabytes of RAM, so you'll be able to
run several applications at once and work
with large amounts of data.
If you already own a Macintosh Classic,
and want the speed and flexibility of a
Macintosh Classic II, ask us about an
upgrade—it can be installed in just minutes
and it's affordable.
To put more time on your side, consider
putting a Macintosh Classic II on your desk.
See us for a demonstration today, and while
you're in, be sure to ask us for details
about the Apple Computer Loan.
It'll be time well spent.

t T t 1 f

Introducing the Macintosh Classic II

For information on Macintosh educational discounts,
stop by 142 Shateell Hall
*
01991 Apple Computer Im Apple, the Apple logo, and Mauntmh are tvgwered trademarks and SuperDrive is a trademark of Apple Computer In* MS-DOS is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation
Classic is a rrgoiered irademark used under kerne by Apple Computer, lot The ad was created using Mat intosh computer*
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Scoreboard
Basketball

rk I Stale 91. Bowling Green 88 (301)

Tsrasgh Tsssdsv
fASTEHN CONFERENCE
MIMIC OhrltUa
w
L Pel.
NewYois
M
IS 634
Boston
27
It 621
ptiiiamipma
21
22 4M
Miami
20
23 466
New Jersey
19
22 .463
Washington
27 341
14
Orlando
11

Miami al Bowling Green. 7:30
Ball State at Eastern Michigan. 2:00
Western Michigan al Central MChlgan. 3:00
Kant al Toledo. 8 00

20 524
22 .463
2t .349
31 .279

14.S
17
22
25

WESTERN CONFEREUCE
Midwefl Division
17 614
27
24
18 .571
23
19 548
17 24 .415
13 28 .317
7 35 167

utati
San Antonio0
Houston

by Matt IcfiTOder
sports editor

Saturday's Games

••
85
13

Milwaukee
Indiana
cnanotte

Denver
Dallas
Mtamsott

Miami 99, Central Michigan 81
Kent 64. Eastern Michigan 56
Western Michigan 84. Ohio 75

Caitnl OWuoi
6 «60
13 .675
19 558

Atlanta

Men lose handle
in three overtimes

Wednemay's Games
Mid American Conlerinci

NMonil tattattill AinclKloa

Chicago
CMvaland
Detrot
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2
3
85
l?5
19

COLLEGE
Woinen'i BaUettall
MO-AMERICAN CONFERENCE
Conf.
Al
4
5
1
3
7

Toledo
Bowling Green
Miami
Kent
Central Michigan
Eastern Michigan
Ohio
Western Michigan
Ball Stale

7
6

Wednesday'l Dimes
MM American Conteronce
PacllcDMilM
Portland
Golttn Stall
pnoenli
LAlakars

13 690
12 684
15 .651

StatM

22 468
23 465
29 .310

16

LA Clippers
Sacramento

610

1
15
35
85
95
16

Bowling Green 86, Ball SUM 61
Central Michigan 66, Miami 60
Kent 81, Easlem Michigan 72
Ohio 91, Wes»m Michigan 54

SaWrdjy'1 Gamee
Miami al Bowling Green. 5 15
Ball Stale at Eastern Michigan. 11 30
Western Michigan at Central Michigan. 12:45
Kent at Toledo. 5:45

wedrmdn'i Game
Cleveland 95, Detroit 90
Indiana 115. Philadelphia 90
Miami 119. Seattle 114
New Vort 101. Washington 89
Atlanta 110. MHwaukaa 100
San Antonio tOJ. Dallas 93
Sacramento at Utah, 930 p m
New Jersey at Phoenix. 9:30 p.m.
Golden State at LA Lakers. 1030 p.m.
Tkandsy'i Carmi
Orlando at Cleveland. 7:30 p.m
Chicago at Houston. 8 30 p.m.
LA Lakers at Denver. 9 p.m.

Bowling Gratn(82)
Hugei, 9-221-119;T.Hall, 7-126-9: 20; KJineRuminski, 7-10 2-5:16, Burnett, 4-9 2-2: 12;
J Hall. 1-1 1-2:3; Whiteman. 0-1 0-0:0; Otto,
5-9 2-2: 16; Lynch, 0-0 2-2: 2; Totals; 22-52
12-17:88.
Bill Slale(GO)
Stalling, 4-10 6-6

15; Gillis, 2-4 5-6: 9;

Thompson, 8-17 4-9: 22; Spiral, 2-3 4-5: 9;
Hall, 6-14 3-4:18; Matthews, 3-5 2-2:11; Sylvester. 1-3 0-0: 2; Turner, 2-3 1-2: 5; Totals:
20-4711-19:91.

COLLEGE

Halltime icon: Ball Stale, 30-26.
Men's Baskaltall
MID-AMERICAN CONFERENCE
M
Conf
Miami
S
4
Ball Stale
WesL Michigan
4
Central Michigan
7
Ohio
7
Kent
11
Eastern Michigan
11
Bowling Green
10
'0
Toledo

Three pointers: Bowling Green 6-16 (Burnett 2, Otto 4)

Ball Stale 10-22 (Stalling 1,

Thompson 2, Spicer 1,

Hal 3,

Malthews

3) Rebounds: Bowling Green 43, (T Hall 16)
Ball State 31 (Gillis 8)
Assists: Bowling Green 17, (Huger 5) Ball
Stale 22, (Spicer 11)
Turnovers: Bowling Green 21, Ball Slate 16.
Records: Bowling Green 6-10, 2-4
Slate 14-4,4-2 Attendance: 9,048

FRIENDS DON'T LET
FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK

Ball

MUNCIE, Ind. - It took Ball
State three overtimes to figure
out what the Hall happened.
After Bowling Green's Tom
Hall sent the game to overtime
with a coast-to-coast two-handed
slam, these two teams put 9,048
screaming fans on an extended
roller coaster ride.
Three overtimes later the Cardinals rode out with a 91-88 thrilling victory Wednesday night at
University Arena.
"It was a great college basketball game," BG head coach Jim
Larranaga. "The fans left here
happy and we are the guys who
are suffering. Our players put
their hearts and souls into winning this one. The only tough part
is that we have to swallow the
loss."
But Hall wasn't the only hero
for the Falcons In a losing cause.
Matt Otto's rainbow threepointers at the first and second
overtime buzzers kept BG's
hopes alive.
"Hall and Otto made great play
after great play," BSU head
coach Dick Hunsaker. "They
came in confident and played
that way. I give them credit for a
great effort."
In the third extra frame, the
Falcons had a chance to win it
when Vada Burnett sunk two free
throws, giving his team an 88-87
lead with 47.4 seconds remaining.
But Ball State answered with
two Keith Stalling foul shots to
reclaim the lead.
The Falcons took the ball out of
bounds with 23 seconds left and
held it until the 4.7 second mark.
Then Burnett tried driving to the
hoop and was called for a charging foul, his fifth of the game.
The Cardinals' David Hall iced
the game with two free throws,
and Ball State improved to 4-2 in
the Mid-American Conference
while BG fell to 2-4.
"All of our losses hurt," Larranaga said. "We executed our

gatneplan as well you can."
Four Falcons fouled out during
the overtimes. Hall, Huger, Burnett and Otto were on the bench
by games end. But they did
enough damage while they were
in to get Ball State's attention.
Hall led all BG scorers with a
7-12 shooting effort and 6-9 free
throws for 20 points.
"That was the greatest home
game ever palyed at Ball State,"
Hunsaker said. "I was proud and
pleased with the poise and spirit
we showed to win in overtime.
"The emotion was high out
there. We just kept encouraging
each other no matter what," Hall
said.
The fact that BG even made it
to overtime was almost as incredible as its later heroics. The
Falcons trailed by IS points,
51-36, after a Chandler Thompson three-pointer. Thompson led
all scorers with 23 points.
Then BG started chipping
away. Burnett nailed a triple,
Huger hit a jump shot, and Shane
Kline-Ruminski drove to the
hope to cut BSU's lead to nine at
the nine minute mark.
Bowling green still trailed by
seven with 1:28 to play in regulation. After a Falcon timeout, the
Cardinals watched the visitors
make a 8-1 run to end the game,
climaxing with Hall's monster
dunk at the buzzer.
"We wanted to keep the ball out
of Huger's hands on that last
play," Hunsaker said. "If they hit
a three-pointer, they win. After
the dunk, we just figured we'd
keep playing."
Once the overtime started, the
players were relying on pure
emotion. Each overtime was a
mirror image of the game as a
whole.
Ball State led it 68-64 with 52
seconds left in the first overtime,
only to allow another Hall dunk, a
Huger layup, and Otto's dramartic three-pointer to send it into a
second overtime period.
"It's hard to point out one big
play or individual performance,"
Larranaga said. "I congradulate

BG Newi/Jay Murdoch;
Junior guard Vada Burnett looks to drive past Kent State. Burnett and
the Falcons dropped a thriller In triple-overtime to Ball State Wednesday night. The Falcons play Miami at Anderson Arena on Saturday.
my time on their great attitude
throughout."
BG took a 77-74 advantage in
the second extra period on baskets by Hall, Huger and KlineRuminski, but the Falcons

couldn't put the Cardinals away.
BG's best chance to win came
in the third OT when Ray Lych's
free throws gave the Falcons an
86-82 lead with 2:25 showing on
the clock.

HOME FALCON HOCKEY TOMORROW VS. OHIO STATE!
HOWARDS club H

MVP

352-995 1

210 N. Main

College and Pro Sporting Apparel

S/itzen

Thursday - Saturday
Jan. 30 - Feb. 1

•

Sweatshirts

•

Sweatpants

•
•

T-Shirts
Hats

•
•

Shorts
Posters

•

Jerseys
• Clocks
and much more!

I
i
i

18-20 Welcome
82.00 cover after 9:30
2 1 ami Over
S 1.00 cover after 9:30
HOURS:
Mon.-Sin.: Noon 'til 2:30 a.m.
Sunday: 2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 a.m.

1
|

20% Off any purchase
(must present coupon)
Expires Jan. 31,1992

i

Located in the Woodland Mall
(Next to Subway)

• Mini-Pitchers Every Day *

352-1835
Give

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

amtebirthdav:
|ix)d

as

SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS

'

■

■

American Red Cross
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9 and 12 Month Leases Available

THE GOOD, THE BAD AND THE UGLY
OF STUDENT JOBS

STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

IN THE NEXT ISSUE OF THE INSIDER!

over 500 units with SUPER locations

«t

iii
:::

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

J
•■•••mult.

^ —

4k

ALSO: A LOCAL AIDS BENEFIT
PROMISES TO ATTRACT EVERY
BAND UNDER THE SUN.
ALL THIS AND MORE THIS FRIDAY IN
THE INSIDER
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
•••SeTAMEETINO'"
Ssjdents tor tt>e Ethical Treatment ol Animals.
Anyong with an intgfaal is welcome. 8:00 pm
on Thursday. 200 Moalsy.

The Lesbian and Gay Information Una is
now open. The phone number is 352-5242
(LAGA). The Information Line Is open Mon ,
Wed „ and Frl from 7 PM -10 PM to help answer your queslons.

SUPPORT GROUP
If you've released your baby tor adoption, or
are considering doing so and need some sup
pon. join us on Mon. nights at 7PM Can
354-HOPE.

Young Executive Club
Membership Drive

TYPING SERVICES
Reasonable Rasis With Accuracy
Call 352-3987 from 8 am HI 9 pm

Can you find a Summer Job?
.. .Related to your Major???
Freshmen. Sophomores. Juniors
SUMMER JOB SATUROAY
is a 3-hr Workshop
Feb. IM
10 am 1007 BA Building
BE THE RE I Details: 172-2451

LOST & FOUND

PERSONALS

DELTA ZETA PLEDGES
GET EXCITED FOR
INITIATION! YOUR
SISTERS CANT WAIT!

FOUNO: Men's sports watch. Student Services
parking lot - Sat 1/25. Call 10 identify s 372 5438

" GAMMA PHI JAMIE COPE GAMMA PHI "
"Friends are friends forever. if the Lord's a lord
of them, and a friend will not say never, because the welcome will not end. though ire
hard to let you go in the Father's hands we
know, that a lifetime's not Bo long, to live as
friends."
I Love You lil'l Love In TTKE. Den.se

February 3-7

tilitltilllllltt

BA Building

TO STUDY ABROAD
The international Education Committee ol
BGSU invites proposals/applications from
students that wish to study abroad. More details and proposal application torms can be obtained from: Continuing A International Education Office, 300 Mcf all Center
Deadline: Feb. 28.1992

AFRICAN MOTIF EXHIBITION FEB1-15
FEATURING: LEO CADZEKPO, RICARDO
FRAZCR
AND GERALD SPIVF.Y
GUEST ARTIST: MEDAHOCHI KOFI RANY
MCFALL GALLERY
OPENING RECEPTION FEB 3 FROM 3 PM ■
■ PM
FREE ADMISSION
AIDS BENEFIT CONCERT
Z 4 at Howards
Eight bands, free condoms
All lor three dollars

GLASSES LOST
■LUE LENSCRAFTERS CASE
IF FOUND, PLEASE CALL 354-U37
LOST ELEMENTARY LINEAR ALGEBRA
TEXTBOOK IN MATH SCIENCE BUILDING
IF FOUND PLEASE CALL 353-4802. (PRAVW.)

ACE Income Tax Prepare!Ion
' Quick and Hassle-free'
Professional. Ratable, and reasonable rales
tor most Federal and Ohio (1040 torms) filers
details? Cell 354-4603 Mon - Thurs. 10 am. 7
pm.

ATTENTION ALL
ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA MEMBERS
MAJOR ANNOUNCEMENT!
Look forward to our first
GENERAL MEETING of the year.
Wed. Feb. 5 • 830 pm • 111 BA
be a pan of the exdtementl

Pregnant?
We can help. FREE PREGNANCY TESTS.
Into, and support • BG Pregnancy Center
Cell354-HOPE

ATTENTIONl ALL SUTDENTS REQUIRED
TO TAKE ELE. ED. METHODS COURSES
(EDCI 350, 351, 352,353, 355, 358) MUST
APPLY FOR METHODS THE SEMESTER
BEFORE ENROLLMENT! DEADLINE to apply
lor Fall 1992 Ele Ed Methods: Tuesday, September 4, 500 pm. Application forms available
in 529 Education.

■M

172-7164
Athletic supplements and vitamins at wholesale prices Ceil BG 1 Nutnnona! Supplements for into. 1-800-243-3476.

SERVICES OFFERED

American Marketing Association
' Membership Drive ■
Jan. 21-Feb. 7 ■ ■ 9.-30-2:30 pm
-Business Building

?UAO Into Lin.?
Find out what UAO haa planned for campus

Lost Large dump of keys on bin at goll course
yesterday afternoon. 352-4880.

STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA
Information on semester, year, graduate,
summer and internship programs in Perth.
Townsvllle, Sydney, and Melbourne Programs
start at S3520. Call 1 -800-878-3898.

Attention Coin Collectors
We wll try to futfll your needs. Strictly catalog
offers. Cal Eric, 372-4195.
ATTENTION!! ATTENTION!! ATTENTION!!
Journalism students needed for the Senior
Programming Board newsletter Internship
credit available. Contact Vie Alumni Office al
372-2701
AXO • AXO' AXO • AXO • AXO • AXO
Alpha Chi Omega would like to congratulate
Mellnda McDanM for most outstanding
pledge and Beverty Barilla for maple leaf sister.
AXO • AXO • AXO • AXO • AXO • AXO

INTRAMURAL ENTRCS DUE: MEN'S *
COED FLOOR HOCKEY - FEB. 3: MEMS 6
WOMEN'S CURLING - FEB. 4; ME N'S DOUBLES RACOUETBALL ■ FEB. 8
Kappa Phi, a national organizason tor Christian University women is holding open meetings tor all interested on Jan. 26 6 Feb. 2 al
7pm at Unvl. Lutheran Chapel. For more Into..
cal Heather ai 372-1946.

DISCOVER EUROPE
SUMMER STUDY PROGRAM IN FRANCE
Earn8 cr. hra. -classes In English
Informational Meeting
TUESDAY, FE B. 11, 9:00 PM
1000BABLDG.
For more Information call
Dr. Ch ml. 173-6160 or 372-2646
DISCOVER EUROPE
SUMMER STUDY PROGRAM IN FRANCE
Earn 6cr. hra. -daises In English
InlormaOon* Meeting
TUESDAY 9 00 PM
1000 BA
Dr. Chine 372-8180 or 372-2848

DZ' DZ * DZ' DZ' DZ ■ DZ ■ DZ
The Sisters of Deris Zeta wish to congratulate Michelle Snyder on her lavallerlng to
Theia Chi Paul Yuhaai.
OZ'DZ'DZ'DZ'DZ'DZ'DZ

Come hear
Josh McDowell
speak on

MAXIMUM

Is your campus organization interested in helping us (Alpha Phi Omega. National Co-Ed Service Fraternity) recycle the BO News' H so.
please contact Heather at 354-4892 for more
information.

AUDITIONS

JoinUel
UAO invites you lo become involved in tie
largest programming board on campus. Sign
up in the Union Foyer today from
10 00am 2pm

SINGERS • DANCERS • INSTRUMENTAUSTS
SPECIALTY ACTS • TECHNICIANS/WARDR06E

Junior Achievement
Trade Fair '92
Southwycke Mall - February 1 A 2
85 mini-companies presenting their products.
Come Join Usl

Kings Productions, the world's * l producer of entertainment, is holding
auditions lor rhe 1992 season at KINGS ISLAND. Cincinnati, Ohio. A
variety of positions are available and a travel fee will be paid to
employees who must travel more than 250 miles to the park

LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA
The Lesbian and Gay Alliance will hold a meeting Thurs. night al 8:30 PM al lesbian, gay,
bisexual, and gay supportive people are welcome. The meetings are held at the United
Christian Fellowship Center (Corner ol Thurstn and Ridge). The meetings are free and open
to all and discretion is used

Thursday, February 6
Michigan Union
Kuenzel Room

Pi Kappa Alpha Pi Kappa Alpha
First on Campus and Sill *1

1 -2 p.m.

Singers

2-3 p.m.

Dancers, Instrumentalists,

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Scholarships and grants
l-aOO-USA-1221 Ext 2031

Omega Phi Alpha
2nd meeting - Town Room 730 PM
Gel psyched tor Spring IK
OPhlA-OPhiA-OPhlA

OX-RUSHTHETACWOX
PANAMA CITY BEACH
Open container on she beach!
Tripe start aiS129.
Call 354-5239
PM SKIM A KAPPA - KAPPA ALPHA PSI
1 - HAN BASKETBALL TOO HN Y
THIS SUNDAY, FEB 2
Remember, entrtea are due today so il you ha
vent signed up, please can Ron at 352-5666
Help us support funds tor juvenile diabeiesi' It
wll be In Anderson Arena from 6:45 to 1 00
Yea, registration IS at 6 - F RE AKIN - 45,1 don't
like 11 either, but it's tor a good cause
BE THERE!
PI BETA PHI
Congratulations Pamela Sheehar
OUTSTANDING PLEDGE
PI SIGMA EPSILON
Tues.. Jan. 28th. 9 PM
Weekly meeting 111 BA
I Bring Dues I

Continued on page* tsn.

Presents: MYRNA LOY
MONTH
TONIGHT IN THE GISH FILM THEATER
EVEYLN PRENTICE
WITH WILLIAM POWELL &
ROSALIND RUSSELL
8:00 PM
and

BOTH ARE FREE

Sponsored by
Campus Crusade for
Christ

University of Michigan

MAKE YOUR SUMMER COUNTI
with Career-ReUrled Experience
SUMMER JOB SATURDAY
A 3 hour workshop
tor Freeh. Soph. 6Jrs
Feblet
10 am in 1007 BA
Call 372-2451

Excellence In Academics
Excellence in Athletics
Located off campus
For information or a ride, lee) free to cal Kevin
at 352 9413 or Dominie at 3S3-1114.

LOVE CRAZY
WITH WILLIAM POWELL
9:30 PM

Wed., Feb 5th
8 p.m.
Anderson Arena
'This is a FREE event

■

ANN ARBOR, Ml

SEX

Lambda Chi Alpha * Lambda Chi Alpha
Suds V Buds
Torso 7:30
Rush LAMBDA CHI
Rush LAMBDA CHI
Rush LAMBDA CHI
Rush LAMBDA CHI
Rush LAMBDA CHI

OX-RUSHTHETACWOX

DEAD
AGAIN

THIS WEEKEND:
FRIDAY/SATURDAY
8PM, 10PM & MIDNIGHT
EVA MARIE SAINT
THEATRE
$1.50

and Specialty Acts

Pikes Pikes Pikes Pikes Pikes
The original BG Fraternity
Rush Pikes Rush Pikes Rush Pikes

For oddihonol mtonnotion coll
King. Iiiond Emertoinmam Dapl 513/398 5400
K,ng. ProoWBoni 800/5*4 5«4

PRAIRE MARGINS
is now accepting submissions We accept fiction, nonficoon. poetry and art. Send or dropoff
work at our maibox In 202 C University Hall.
For more information, call Jen 2-4248.
DEADLINE FEBRUARY 19.

nB<D»»

KINGS ISLAND ■
C Kmcji Production.

KINGS DOMINION

■

CAROWINDS

■

CHEAT AMERICA

HOURS
WEDNESDAY THRU SUNDAY
8:00 P.M. to 2:30 A.M.

nB*)»)

nB4>»^>

nB*»-»

nB<D»»

Pi Beta Phi is proud to present
their new initiates
Renee Botts
Heather Cassidy
Trisha Dodge
Colleen Flaherty
Karen Haag
Julie Hren
Whitney Jones
Andrea Lance
Jenine Martin
Kristin Pech

>1W

y%Z7i

Cythnia Zinn

Heather Privett
Carrie Redman
Molly Schmlpf
Pamela Sheehan
Jennifer Smith
Kathy Strancar
Sheila Studer
Rebecca Utrata
Kora VanBlalrcum
Carrie Wilte

COLL I
FREE SECURE PARKING
DOWNTOWN / TOLEDO
209 N. SUPERIOR STREET
SUPERIOR AT JffFEHSW
PHONE 243-6811

nB<D Welcomes
nB<D^>

nB<D^>

Shelly Yingling

nB*»r»

Jen Osborn
Audrey Snyder

riB<t)^>

nB<D»r»

FRAZIER REAMS FELLOWSHIPS
FOR RISING SENIORS WITH INTEREST IN PUBLIC AFFAIRS
EACH FELLOWSHIP AMOUNT IS $1,500
Deadline: March 2,1992
The Frazicr Reams Public Affairs Undergraduate Fellowship Program was csLablishcd in 1973 in
recognition of Frazier Reams, Sr. and his distinguished service in the broadcasting industry as a member
of Congress and as a Trustee of Bowling Green State University.
Five Fellowships may be granted annually to rising seniors who intend to pursue careers in public affairs
(speech communication, broadcasting, journalism, political or governmental service, public health,
community service, law or some other public affairs field). A rising senior is a student with a minimum
G.P.A. of 3.2 who will attend BGSU for two semesters of his/her senior year, and will graduate no
sooner than May 1993. Each fellow will receive SI,500. The selections of fellows will be based on an
initial screening process and further review which may include personal interviews.
The application form and all support materials, including letters of recommendation, must be submitted
to the University Relations Office, Mileti Alumni Center by Monday, March 2,1992.
Applications are available in the University Relations Office, Mileti Alumni Center: School of Mass
Communications, 302 West Hall: and the Political Science Department, 1 IS Williams Hall.

NO COVER WITH COLLEGE I.D.
18 AND OLDER

Sunday "NOW"
18 and older
Top 40 Dance

THURSDAY DRAFT SPECIALS

Jfr7 7777 7777 7777 7777 7777 7777 7777 7777 7777 7777 7777
Jen Boulis
Caria Mick

IOT
MB® IOT

THUR

352-5620

Classified
Thursday, January 30, 1992
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RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH
Phi Delta Theta
Tuesday and Thursday

Continued from paga nine.
Pi Kappa Alpha Pi Kappa Alpha

7.30-9:30

First on Campus and Sill »1

at the Kappa Kappa Gamma House
RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH

Pikes Pikes Pikes Pikes Pikes
The original BG Fraternity
Rush Pikes Rush Pikes Rush Pikes
PI Kappa Alpha PI Kappa Alpha
First on Campus and Still «l

The original BO Fraternity
Rush Pikes Rush Plkee Rush Plkee
PROUT- RUSH
Don't |ust rush, but run for the border tonight at
Prout and meet the brothers ol Phi Sigma Kappa lor their Spring Rush from 7:30-9:301 If you
missed robot boung, be sure to make it to
"Run tor the Border" night You oere it to yourself to be one of us, Don't <*e wondering
PHI SIG ' PHI SIG ' PHI SIG
RUSH ALPHA SIGMA PHI
RUSH ALPHA SIGMA PHI
RUSH ALPHA SIGMA PHI
RUSH ALPHA SIGMA PHI
RUSH ALPHA SIGMA PHI
RUSH ALPHA SIGMA PHI
RUSH ALPHA SIGMA PHI
RUSH ALPHA SIGMA PHI

Sigma Kappa' Sigma Kappa' Sigma Kappa
The sisters of Sigma Kappa would like to congratulate Carol Wlllemse lor being elected to a
Panhel Cabinet Office. Way to go Carol i

Roommate to share 3 bdrm home. Own room,
20 minutes from campus. Alternative lifestyles
considered. Phone 288-3297. leave message-

SUMMER JOB SATURDAY
3-hour Workshop
for Freshmen. Soph. A Juniors
Fab. 1st
10am- 1 pmin 1007BA
DO YOU HAVE A SUMME R JOB?
Questions 372-2451
SUMMER JOB SATURDAY
Sunday thru Thureday at Brathaus
Happy Hours all night. Check N out
Open M-Th. 6pm, FrI -Sal 3, Sun. 7:30

Rush Pikes Rush Pikes Rush Pikes
Tuesday's Rush located
atConklin
Pikes Pikes Pikes Pikes Pikes Pikes

THE ONLY GREEK YOU NEEDTO KNOW
PHI GAM MA DELTA' FIJI
RUSH FIJI
What is FLASH YOUR BUDDHA?

TUXEDO JUNCTION
GREAT FOOD

Downstairs
Express Lunch
2.95
Happy Hour Dinner
4.95
KIDS EAT FREE
TUE-Prima Rib
7.95
WED-Pasta
4.95
All you can eat
THURS-Mexican
4.95
All You Can eat
FRI-BBQ
7.95
SAT-Prime Rib
IS
All You Can eat.

YOU'VE ONLY GOT ONE WEEK TO LIVEI
DO SPRING BREAK IN JAMAICA OR CANCUN. FROM *429l INCLUDES HOTEL. AIR,
TRANSFERS. PARTIESI SUN SPLASH
TOURS 1-800-428-7710.

WANTED
1 mala needed to sublease apt
Jan. ft Fob rent pad
$156/mo • e'oc
Call 353 1002
1 non amokirvg tomato needed to share nice
apartment. Pool, shuttle. Call 353-6469 after 6
prn.
1 or 2 nonsmoking female roommates lor
92-U3 ichooi year. Contact Ion or Susan at

372-6396.

Male/female roommate needed ASAP Close
to campus. CaH 352-2243 and leave message

WANTED
1 MALE RMTE. 353-3602
Wanted. Non-smoking roommatesls) tor Fall &
Spnng. $200/mo. tor own room; $150rmo.
share room. More info. Call Kent or Thcia/
Leave message 354-8426

HELP WANTED
Attention Business Students A Entrepreneurs
E am$6,0OO-$8,0OO (his summer while building
your resume and gaining valuable experience.
TASP International is hiring highly motivated
college students to fill Management positions
with their company. Positions are open in
Totodo or the Cleveland area. For more information call Gregg Merlans at
1-600-543-3792
Earn $3 per envelope mailing our sales drcularsl Materials Suppled' Start Immediately1
Send Long S AS. Envlp: CMP Distributing
PO Box 1066, Forked River. NJ 06731.
GRADUATE STUDENT
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
GRAM
(GSPDP)

Help
Sublessor is needed now to live with graduate
male student rent negotiable, your own bedroom.
Please call 352-0756

RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE.NOW!

Small microwave.
$50 neg.
352-0693
Used Nikon Camera w/ 50 and 135 mm lenses. 2x tons converter, filters, and Flash in hard
case • $300. Call Stephanie 352-5310.
'86 Yugo GV White, great condition $750 or
best offer 352-6043 call between 6-9 pm.

Charming Perrysburg-20 mm drive. Furnished. 1 BR. 1 Bath. Only $365/mo. - 6 mo
lease. Quiet, safe, cozy Free heal/laundry.
Lovely L.R. Huge DR. No pets. 874-8830

Now leasing 1. 2. ft 3 bedroom apu. ft houses.
1 yr. lease. Yes. we aDow pets. Call after 1 pm.
354-8800.
Spacious 1 i/2 bdrm. apt available 5-i 1-9?. 9
or 12 mo. lease. Includes cable ft utilities
354-7258. Leave message.

Cozy warm one bdrm. apt. close to park, shopping, and university. Available immediately.
$260 per. 352 6992 Crazy schedule, keep try
ing ft leave message on machine.

Subtoaser needed for Summer *92. Univ.
Village; Affordable, laundry faofnes. Call Jody
at 352-2334.

GEORGETOWN MANOR A PTS
BOO-THIRD STREET
Now renting tor 1992 -1993.1 br. ft 2 br. units.
Fully furnished. Gas. heat, ft AC. 9 or 12 month
leases. Reasonable rates. Ideal location.
Owners pay utilities Contact early to avoid
disappointment.
PHONE 352-4968.

Subleasing a large two bedroom apt.
Close to Campus

Houses ft Apartments. Close to campus.
For summer 1992 and 1992-93 school year
1-267-3341

FOR RENT

382-3445 9-9

Call 352-0234
Summer sublease. 1 BR in a 2 BR
house/apartment. 1 block from downtown.
$500 for summer-all util. included. CaH Lisa,
352-6756
Very nice 3 bdrm. apt. w/2 car garage. Available in May No pets. Call 354-8146 after 5:00.
We specialize in 1 bedroom A efficiency
apartments. For information call Mecca Management 353-5800.

1 bedroom, full bath, carpeted, air cond.. w
new wallpaper ft mirrors. Available now for
sublease until May. $385. Calf Wendy at
352-7030.
1 roommate needed immediately thru May 9
lor sublease ol spacious apt. (own room), close
to campus, park and restaurants) University
Village I Summer sublease available May
10 Aug 10 2-3 roommates. Rent neg. Call Ann
or Julian neat 353-2004.
1.2. ft 3 bedroom rum. apu.
9 month, summer ft year leases.

Rock and *cex?fo.£«* Roll!!.

352-7454
12 month loasos.iv.ii'.ibka May 15.-99?
123 Manvn'e-3 Br -3 person $630 * utJI.
2621/2 Troup-2Br -3 person $390 * uol.
1204 E. Woosier-29r.-3 person $450*util.
12041/2 E. Woos.-2B.-3 parson $4fl0.util
Steve Smith 352 8917

The1ANGLERS

Tonight
Only

104 S. MAIN

353-0988

BUY A REGULAR FOOTLONG SUB,
GET A SIX INCH SUB FOR 994

FREE DELIVERY SERVICE!
353-0204

*&r

Delivery Hours: Fri and Sol. 5-12p.m. Sunday 12-5p.m.
minimum delivery $3.50

WOODLAND MALL SUBWAY ONLY!

SKI STEAMBOAT CQL0RAD0I
■ OVERLOOK HOTEL
• SHADOW RUN CONDO!
-Z5or7nlgnfs-

snnsEP

tei

5

LAUDERDALE BEACH HOTEL
- 7 night. -

*J*v
HILTON HEAD ISLAND
RESORT CONDOS•

'*//?

*m.

A
■
■

WANTED
Seniors with special talents,
unique ideas or even a bizarre
job. The KEY wants to profile
you in this year's senior section.

PORT ROYAL OCEAN
ESORT CONDOS
- 5 or 7 eights -

Macintosh SE 2Mb RAM. 30 MB Hard Drive.
Imagewnter II, Big IS in software $1.800 00 or
tvo Ask for Pete or leave msg 372 4643

Van driver • part-time position t> provide transportation to and from social service agency.
Must be between the ages ol 21 and 65 and
have a valid driver's license and excellent driving record. Submit resume ID PO Box 738
Bowling Green. OH EOE.

SHERATON HOTEL b C0N00S •
GULF VIEW CONDOS • HOLIDAY INN
LANDFALL TOWER CONDOS

DONT DELAY

Kenwood 3-way (12" woofer). 180 watts (each)
speakers. Only one year old. Asking for $170
for Doth or best otler. Call 352 4854

Call 352-7365

MARTEN RENTALS
We have apartments tor traditional students,
grads, and couples. Please call tor more information on locations and rates tor Spring.
Summer, and Fal.

SUMMER COUNSELORS
ATHLETIC EXPERIENCE
Outstanding New York State
Coed Children's Resident Camp
Two hours from New York City
Beautifml facilities
914-693 3037
Camp Kennybrook. 19 Southway
Hartsdale. New York 10530

¥0'

-Sar7resMs-

Computer for sale. Toshiba-Lap top. 640K • 12
meg. hard drive. 3.5 disk drive Software-Word
Parted and Lotus. 352-1277. Ask lor James

Carty Rentals
Apartments tor 2.3 or 4 students.
Houses lor 5.6 or 9 students.
9,10 or 12 mo leases available

Journalists or Graphic Artists with Maclntosch
exp. needed - pi. time, possible internship Can
Rita«n 0-241-1122

AMERICANO • VOYAGER
OESERT INN-THE REEF
RAMA0A INN
-Sorlnijhu -

- 5 or T nights -

Apple II e Enhanced Computer with Dual Disk
Drives. Monitor, 80 column card, Senal Card,
and Software to Run. $550/obo. Call
372-1975 and leave a message.

Houses A apartments for 1992-93 school year.
12 month leases only, starting in May. Steve
Smith 352-8917.

INSTRUCTOR - PT - TIME
Must have chemistry A biology back ground.
Reply to: F.K.E C. 3450 W. Central Ave Suite
322. Totodo. OH 43606.

Female grad student seeks roommate. Very
me* 2 bdrni. apt. $166 / mo. (uU incl).
AvailMay 10 353-9596

ANNUAL I \ It HIMTIUN*

PRO-

Nominations tor departmantal Development Laadera have been requeated from
Department Chair* and Graduate Coordinators. Development Leaders aaatol with
the planning ol GSPDP actlvdtoa. If you ere
a Graduata Assistant Interacted In working
this epringsummer aa the Development
Leader for your department, ptoeae contact
your department chair or graduate coordinator.

A Male to sublease my apartment this semester Own room; ul lilt toe paid tor; tumtohed
Rent neg. Call Mark 352-7078

CtNTBAL IPRINGBBfAK XllNfOBMATtOH ANO ItftiBvailONS

ift

81' Toyota Tercel. Excellent condition. 71.000
miles $1250. Call 352 1123 alter 6 pm

Male roommate needed immediately tor ?2
Spring semester. Call Andy 352-4303.

SPRING BREAK CAPITAL OF FLA. - PANAMA CITY BCH. WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE OF 3 WORLD FAMOUS BEACH
CLUBSI CALL NOW FOR RESERVATIONS
THE EL DORADO 904-234-5942.

A Bungalow -1 bedroom house
Availbato Feb 1 • $280 month plus utilities
Call 1-832-3681 Vem Veeder

FOR SALE

Sigma Kappa * Sigma Kappa' Sigma Kappa
The sisters ol Sigma kappa would like to congratulate Amy Jo Rieger on her lavalienng to
Bnan Ports a Phi Kappa Theta at Slippery Roc*
University

SPRING BREAK 02
Now ottering the 3 hottest destinations and the
best locations tor your 7 night 8 day package1
Nassau. Bahamas: $449
Cancun:$489
Dayton a Beach: $159
Bahamas & Cancun include stay A round trip
air from Ohio Call 352-4610 now' Find a bettor
price A well match itl

Pik.s Plkea Pikes Pikes Pikes

Available now
Need one female to Ml house
at 95 7 N Prospect
For 3-Own room
Call 353 0325

1-800-321-5911

L

Pick up an application at
28 West Hall.

Don't miss out on a great opportunity!

I* -<** ■*> tf Iff VaMsOM* (1«1| ra-tSM
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RUSH
THETA CHI
Fraternity
Tuesday, Jan. 28
Thursday, Jan. 30
Monday, Feb. 3
Wednesday, Feb. 5

Meet the Brothers
Sub Night
Pizza Night
Mexican Night

7:30-9:30
6:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30

On your list of things to do make sure to stop
In at
University Village
&

Pi Beta Phi House
Pi Beta Phi House
Theta Chi House
Theta Chi House

Theta Chi is an off-campus fraternity located at the corner
of Ridge & Main Streets. Theta Chi is traditionally among
the best in academics and athletics. Feel free to call for a
ride or information at 352-9001.

LI.^klikllilMikliKlihlihliKIt.vIiKliKli^iKfi.-Cgi

University Courts Apts.
They are now renting!
•
•
•
•
•

1 and 2 Bedroom apartments
9 and 12 month leases
Heat, water, cooking, and sewer included
Central air
No pets please

Walking Distance To Campus!

(419) 352-0164

Clough & Mercer
Bowling Green

